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Oops! 
Perfect. 
In  a  recent  repa i r 
pro ject ,  we  came 
across  an  issue  with  a 
great  outcome  that 
seems  “meant  to  be”.  
Several onlookers have 
expressed  interest  in 
this new design for their own homes. 
If you enter the neighborhood from the South entrance off Lafayette you 
may have seen our case-in-point progressively lose siding through several 
intermittent days/weeks of high wind; this was actually the owner’s second 
bout of siding woes after losing quite a bit of the opposite exposure prior.  
An attic inspection revealed the cause.

Foam Walls and Wide Spacing
The  exterior  walls  of  many  homes  in  Eagles  Nest  (Ryland  and  Beazer)  were 
constructed with foam sheathing fastened directly to stud walls.  While there are 
acceptable practices with this type of construction,  the thickness of the foam 
used requires non-existing wooden strips to secure the sheathing. Additionally, the 
gable ends (peaks) of the home were framed with studs every 24 inches while the 
siding manufacturer warranty requires fasteners every 16.  You do the math.
Along with possible over-nailing, these concerns,  made for the “perfect storm” 
during high winds. Alternating pressures pushed/pulled on the soft sheathing as sparse fastening points gave way and 
the siding detached in a snowball effect.
Unfortunately there is no “catch-all” solution for our siding conundrums.  Some are simple and some less so.  In our 
feature case we resolved the issue by installing decking over the existing foam and used a contrasting siding with a 
transition to offset the wall thickness.  The new design couldn’t have turned out better.  
You can read below for other related repair issues found around the the neighborhood or visit our website for seasonal promotions and 

our Eagles Nest blog. eastwestconstruction.com

Heavy Siding 
Vinyl siding panels are manufactured to interlock loosely with one 
another allowing for expansion/contraction.  Installer instructions 
universally explain panels should interlock and be fastened as the rest in 
position with no upward force.  When panels are pushed up while 
nailing, the resulting tension causes 
the vinyl to deform in higher 
t e m p e r a t u r e s . T h e s t r a i n o f 
expansion/contraction will eventually 
cause the seams to d is lodge 
permanently. In one case this 
happened under a window sill 
creating a rain catcher that rotted the 
interior wood trim.

Howdy Neighbors! 
It’s no secret that our homes in 
Eagles Nest were built with 
some questionable material 
and practices. Every season we 
encounter more issues, some 
for the first time. This monthly 
article will try to explain where 
these issues come from as we 
research and implement tips for 
repair or prevention. 
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Siding Curtain 
Fasteners in vinyl siding should be nailed to allow slight movement; 
over-driving the nails into foam backing can cause outward stress on 
the vinyl nail strip. In all direct foam application, wind or expansion will 
cause the panels to work their way over the nail heads and eventually 
detach from the house. This problem isn’t immediately known because 
it can be sporadic and panels are still interconnected above and below 
leaving areas freely hanging, unfastened like a curtain of siding.  
Eventually the panels will start to shift to one side causing gaps in the 
siding or detach completely.

Siding warranties reference standards of  The Vinyl Siding 
Institute (vinylsiding.org), requiring16 inch nail spacing. 
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